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    0. Weihnachts-Historie - Sinfonia  1. Weihnachts-Historie - Evangelist "Es Begab Sich Aber
Zu Derselbigen Zeit"  2. Weihnachts-Historie - Der Engel "Fürchtet Euch Nicht"  3.
Weihnachts-Historie - Evangelist "Und Alsbald War Da Bei Dem Engel"  4. Weihnachts-Historie
- Die Menge Der Engel "Ehre Sei Gott In Der Höhe"  5. Weihnachts-Historie - Evangelist "Und
Da Die Engel Von Ihnen Gen Himmel Fuhren"  6. Weihnachts-Historie - Die Hirten Auf Dem
Felde "Lasset Uns Nun Gehen Gen Bethlehem"  7. Weihnachts-Historie - Evangelist "Und Sie
Kamen Eilend"  8. Weihnachts-Historie - Die Weisen Aus Morgenlande "Wo Ist Der Neugeborne
König Der Juden?"  9. Weihnachts-Historie - Evangelist "Da Das Der König Herodes Hörete" 
10. Weihnachts-Historie - Hohepriester Und Schriftgelehrte "Zu Bethlehem Im Jüdischen
Lande"  11. Weihnachts-Historie - Evangelist "Da Berief Herodes Die Weisen"  12.
Weihnachts-Historie - Herodes "Ziehet Hin"  13. Weihnachts-Historie - Evangelist "Als Sie Nun
Den König Gehöret Hatten"  14. Weihnachts-Historie - Der Engel "Stehe Auf, Joseph"  15.
Weihnachts-Historie - Evangelist "Und Er Stund Auf"  16. Weihnachts-Historie - Der Engel
"Stehe Auf, Joseph"  17. Weihnachts-Historie - Evangelist "Und Er Stund Auf"  18.
Weihnachts-Historie - Beschluß "Dank Sagen Wir"  19. Sei Gegrüsset, Maria, SWV 333  20.
Rorate Coeli Desuper, SWV 322  21. Joseph, Du Sohn David, SWV 323  22. Hodie Christus
Natus Est, SWV 315  23. Heute Ist Christus Geboren, SWV 439    Martin Hummel (Tenor) 
Maria Cristina Kiehr (Soprano)  Ulrich Messthaler (Bass)   Andreas Scholl (Countertenor)  Akira
Tachikawa (Countertenor)    Concerto Vocale  René Jacobs – conductor    

 

  

René Jacobs invites you to rediscover this Christmas History, probably the most popular work of
Heinrich Schütz. In his twilight years, the greatest 17th-century German composer brilliantly
combined Lutheran fervour with Italianate recitative. This title was released for the first time in
1990 and just look at the singers involved! --- prestoclassical.co.uk

  

The music is delicate and extremely fine. The polyphony is used at once but in two different
ways, with repetitions of some words from one voice to another and with the vocalizing of some
vowels in some strategic words. The form this polyphony takes is most often that of a canon or
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a fugue. It announces further developments but remains very simple. The instruments, when
they are not used as plain accompaniment, are also used as voices in a way and they enter the
canon and fugue form along with the voices themselves. But once again it all remains simple
and the performing is very clear, light and in a way un-amplified. And at the same time the
composer does not hesitate to use some high dives or high jumps in the music or the singing,
one high-pitched voice suddenly climbing high on the scale from a lower-pitched voice or note.
But these vocalizations and effects are delicately and simply wrought out avoiding all excessive
ornamentation, each case aiming at emphasizing one syllable or word and not at showing the
virtuosity of the singer or musician. It gives a very pleasant musical evocation of the birth of
Jesus that does not want to conjure any awe or excessive admiration in us : it is more a
beautidul story than an impressive miracle. But these pieces of music are also tales and the
main interest is the vision of Mary given in this recording. In the Christmas Story Mary is in a
totally secondary position. She is the mother and that's all. After the birth, the danger coming
from Herod is emphasized by the fact that the three Magi go to Jerusalem and Herod to
announce the birth of a new King of the Jews. It is then Herod that entrust the Magi with finding
the child. They will do so but will not return to Jerusalem. Another element gives Joseph a very
important role in the story. He is the one who is in touch with God through an angel in his
dreams. Thus he learns that he has to get away to Egypt and then later on to come back. Mary
is thus erased from the picture. In the next piece (SWV 333) we have the Annunciation, a
double annunciation since Mary gets the message of her future pregnancy and at the same time
she learns that Elizabeth is also pregnant (the future John the Baptist) after an intervention of
the Holy Ghost who is going to visit Mary later on. But no mention whatsoever of the redeeming
mission Mary gets then to free humanity of Eve's sin. The next piece given by René Jacobs
(SWV 322) goes even farther since it is the evocation of the visitation by the Holy Spirit. It is
reduced to dew and a rain of justice that plants a seed in the earth where it can germinate and
grow into the Saviour. Mary has completely disappeared and been replaced by earth. Then in
piece SWV 323 Mary is reduced to « dein Gewahl » for Joseph, that is to say his spouse
(normally and today it is a masculine noun, but here it is used as a neutral noun that can
generically cover either wife or husband), and the Angel explains to Joseph that Mary is
pregnant with a son that was brought to her by the Holy Spirit. Joseph is thus valorised by being
the only character of importance in this story but also by being called the son of David. The
recording ends with two small pieces that just sing the birth of Christ. This general picture in this
recording of an erased Mary and a Joseph who is pushed forward seems to represent a
Protestant approach of Christmas. We could compare with the vision of the Virgin in Hildegard
von Bingen for instance which is completely different since Mary becomes the essential
character of the story because she redeems humanity of their sinful fate. ---Dr Jacques
COULARDEAU, amazon.com
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